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Koorui N02 27'' 1920x1080px 100Hz HDR10 Monitor
The Koorui N02 monitor utilizes advanced image technologies to deliver realistic experiences and exceptional immersion in the virtual
world. Its 27-inch IPS screen offers not only full HD resolution (1920x1080p) and a 100Hz refresh rate but also boasts 99% sRGB color
gamut coverage, resulting in impeccable color accuracy. Built-in speakers ensure high-quality audio, and HDMI 1.4 and VGA ports allow
convenient connectivity with compatible devices.
 
Impressive Resolution
Full  HD  resolution  at  1920x1080p  ensures  crystal-clear  and  sharp  images,  allowing  you  to  notice  every  detail.  Meanwhile,  a  100Hz
refresh rate ensures smooth motion and no lag, which is essential for playing dynamic games and watching action movies. The Koorui
N02 monitor also utilizes synchronization technology, eliminating the risk of screen tearing and enhancing visual experiences.
 
HDR and Color Depth
HDR10 technology combined with 90% DCI-P3 and 99% sRGB coverage offers exceptionally realistic color reproduction and deep blacks.
This  allows  you  to  enjoy  video  materials  with  incredibly  vibrant  colors.  The  offered  quality  will  surely  be  appreciated  by  graphic
designers, photographers, and digital image enthusiasts.
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High-Quality Audio
The Koorui N02 monitor is equipped with dual speakers (2W each), eliminating the need for external speakers. This allows you to save
space while enjoying high-quality sound.
 
Comfort You Deserve
The 27-inch  IPS  panel  guarantees  a  wide  viewing  angle  (178°),  ensuring  high  image quality  regardless  of  the  viewing  angle.  You  can
conveniently adjust the monitor's vertical tilt angle from 5° to 20°.
 
Scenario for Every Occasion
The  Cinema  mode  provides  optimal  settings  for  watching  movies  by  enhancing  contrast  and  color  saturation.  Meanwhile,  in  the  Eye
Protection mode,  the monitor  reduces the emission of  blue light,  which can be harmful  to  the eyes.  You also  have access  to  the RTS
mode, optimized for strategy games, and the FPS mode, perfect for first-person shooter games. Get ready for incredible entertainment!
 
Refined Design
The sleek design of the Koorui N02 monitor seamlessly blends with any interior. You can easily mount the device on the wall (standard
VESA 75 x 75 mm) using M4x8 mm screws to free up more space and arrange your workspace or home freely. Additionally, HDMI 1.4 and
VGA  ports  allow  connection  to  computers,  multimedia  players,  and  gaming  consoles,  while  the  audio  input  allows  for  headphone  or
external sound system connection.
 
	Manufacturer
	Koorui
	Model
	N02
	Screen Type
	IPS
	Screen Size
	27"
	Resolution
	Full HD 1920x1080
	Refresh Rate
	100 Hz
	Viewing Angle
	178°
	Tilt Capability
	Yes, from 5° to 20°
	Speaker
	Built-in, 2 x 2 W
	sRGB
	99%
	NTSC
	72%
	Contrast Ratio
	1000:1
	Color Contrast
	20000000:1
	Average Brightness
	250 cd/m2
	Number of Displayed Colors
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	16.7 million
	Color Depth
	8 bits
	Aspect Ratio
	16:9
	VGA Resolution
	1080 x 60 Hz
	HDMI 1.4 Resolution
	1080 x 100 Hz
	Display Modes
	Cinema, Eye protection, RTS, FPS
	VESA
	75 x 75 mm
	Compatible Screws
	M4x8 mm
	Power Supply
	12V / 2.5A
	Dimensions (without stand)
	613.5 x 362.5 x 46.5 mm
	Weight (without stand)
	3.47 kg
	Color
	Black

Preço:

Antes: € 213.9954

Agora: € 202.00

Acessórios para computadores, Displays
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